ACCURACY INTERNATIONAL AXMC
FEATURES

BASE MODELS

COLOURS

OPTIONS

Proofed steel action featuring AI’s patent
pending Quickloc quick release barrel
system, bolted and bonded to aluminium
chassis

Right side folding stock over bolt

AX rifles benefit from a Cerakote ceramic
polymer firearm coating. Choose from:

Tactical threaded double chamber muzzle
brake for AI suppressor

30 MOA STANAG 4694 / Mil Std 1913
action and forend rail

Pistol grip
Flush cup sling attachment points

DARK EARTH

ELITE SAND

6 lug, 60° bolt with AI combat proven leaf
spring extractor

30 MOA STANAG 4694 / Mil Std 1913
action rail and 16” forend tube and rail

GREEN

ELITE MIDNIGHT

PALE BROWN

6.8kg (15lb)
with standard rail setup, empty magazine,
no scope, 27” barrel, tactical muzzle brake

3 position safety

Double chamber standard muzzle brake

AI BARREL OPTIONS

Two stage trigger adjustable for reach and
trigger weight between 1.5 and 2kg

1 x 140mm plain accessory rail

DIMENSIONS

Detachable 10-round CIP length double
stack magazine - can also be top loaded
though the rifle ejection port

.338 LM: 20”/ 27” 1 in 9.35” twist, stainless
steel, plain threaded for muzzle brake

User manual

AXMC rifles are available in 338, .300
or .308 calibre. Armed with an AXMC
calibre conversion kit, a user can easily
change the original calibre in minutes.

CALIBRES
.338 Lap Mag | .300 Win Mag | .308 Win

WEIGHT

Full length: 1250mm x 185mm x 100mm
Stock folded: 1040mm x 185mm x 105mm
with 27” barrel, tactical muzzle brake

Adjustable cheekpiece
Adjustable buttpad with spacers

2 x 80mm flush cup accessory rails
1 x 10 round double stack CIP magazine

Left side magazine port cut out for ease of
magazine insertion

High performance
in three unique AI
colours

Elite ultra high
performance for
unrivalled durability

.300 Win Mag: 20”/ 24”/ 26” 1 in 11” twist,
stainless steel, plain threaded for muzzle
brake
.308 Win: 20”/ 24”/ 26” 1 in 12” twist,
stainless steel, plain threaded for muzzle
brake
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ACCESSORIES
STANAG 4694 / Mil std 1913 accessory
rails to attach to AI’s patented KeySlot™
mounting system
AI Bipod and mounts for other bipod
brands (including Harris)
Rear butt spikes
Calibre conversion kits (also see reverse):
.338 LM, .300 WM and .308 Win*
comprising barrel, bolt & magazine
*includes long action magazine converter
Handstop with sling loop and flush cup
Suppressor
Slings | Transit cases | Cleaning kits

AI AXMC MULTI CAL SYSTEM COMPONENTS

AI AXMC RIFLE FITTED WITH
.338 LAP MAG KIT
TORQUE WRENCH
(preset 5.5Nm with 4mm bit)

Bolt (identified by ••• )
Barrel (identified by ••• ) shown here with tactical muzzle brake option
Magazine

Changing calibre is as simple as ABC
and takes just a few minutes...
A

CHANGE BARREL

Loosen the barrel clamp screw with the
pre-set torque wrench supplied and
unscrew the barrel.
Hand tighten the selected calibre barrel
and tighten the barrel clamp screw with
the pre-set torque wrench.
B

Bolt (identified by •• )
Barrel (identified by •• ) shown here with tactical muzzle brake option
Magazine

CHANGE BOLT

Slide the bolt from the rifle, take out the
shroud / firing pin and insert it in the
chosen calibre bolt. Slide the chosen
bolt assembly into the rifle.
C

.300 WIN MAG KIT

CHANGE MAGAZINE

Note: For 308/7.62mm calibre, insert the
.308/7.62mm magazine converter into
the magazine aperture before loading
the magazine.
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.308 WIN / 7.62MM KIT
Bolt (identified by • )
Barrel (identified by • ) shown here with tactical muzzle brake option
Magazine converter
Magazine
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